Multi lateral and
dimensional compression
LMRKTS brings equilibrium to the market – a fresh approach providing multi lateral
and dimensional portfolio compression in a way that drives down exposures and
reduces costs for every participant in different asset classes. Paid only on the
completion of a successful compression round, LMRKTS’ compensation is a function
of the total cost reduced.

LMRKTS balances participants’ bespoke limits and individual objectives with a
structured methodology that delivers mutually beneficial results. Our proven process
enables clients to participate with confidence – secure in the knowledge that LMRKTS is
an independent and trusted partner to the largest Tier 1 institutions in the world.
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Compression
Based on client data, and the specific objectives they
submit, LMRKTS provides projected results ahead of
a run for traders to review. Once a locked market is
defined, traders can then verify the benefits and confirm
participation, or defer without impeding willing participants.
The multi lateral nature of each compression round results
in unprecedented savings, and trades are executed below
typical trading costs.

www.lmrkts.com

We’d love to learn more about your challenges
and objectives managing exposures and
associated costs. Please contact us for meeting
requests, a member of the team will contact you
as soon as possible.
Email: info@lmrkts.com

